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question      what do you mean by you when you are addressing to everybody ?

oh…i am very egoistic

it means me…ha ha !

when i say you…i am saying me

ha ha ha ha !

question     and what do you mean by me ?

me means you…ha ha !!

you are me…i am you…

when i say you...i mean me

when i say me…i am not here…it means you !

any sense it makes ?

just be confused

there is no you…no me… 

this is one pool

where are you ? where am i ?

you may be sitting there

but you are also drowned in a certain space

if you think you are here 

then you are looking at a part

but look at the whole here

it is a space

we are connected

there is no two

you see my hand moving ?

the air is not empty

this is our connection

in the middle you are hiding somewhere in your cave

that i am here 

question     what does it mean to you to love yourself ?

for me personally…i do not have any self left to love

my self has disappeared

i am only love left here

i have no direction for myself

i am dissolved

you are my love

love is simply spreading wherever it goes

no self

you are my love

now the whole energy turns around

and it starts spreading outward

it simply overflows and starts spreading like radiation

i am so filled…

i am simply absent…

no self…

but i have you

i have you all

so many more people to dissolve

are you ready ?

join the dance !

question     what exactly do you mean by you ?

many things…

it depends

there are so many yous 

you is not one

there are many yous

each one is so different 

i never said you to anybody the same way
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